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SUMMARY

The Mitchell Dent Property, located in Mitchell Township, in northwestern Ontario, consists of 11 
contiguous claims, for a total of 103 claim units. A program of geological mapping has been completed to 
evaluate the potential for the property to host significant mesothermal gold mineralization similar to the 
Red Lake camp.

The Mitchell Dent Property is underlain by weakly metamorphosed and variably hornfelsed meta- 
volcanic, meta-sedimentary and intrusive rocks of the Archean Birch-Uchi greenstone, belt. The rocks 
trend in a northeast direction with local fold axes (D1) roughly parallel with this trend. A northeast- 
southwest orientated deformation zones transects the central part of the property. This zone is related to 
D2 deformation which took place in the belt as a whole (Fyon and Lane, 1986). Other significant 
structural breaks can be seen in the airborne geophysical surveys which cover the area. Also, northwest- 
southeast oriented cross structures are apparent in the geophysical data.

Mineralized quartz veins are found on the Mitchell Dent property in several localities. Flat-lying 
quartz veins with minor pyrite-chalcopyrite-galena(?), and reported gold values, are found in the north 
part of the property. These veins are closely associated with quartz-feldspar porphyry dykes and a 
significant cross structure, in proximity to a granite contact. The setting is reminiscent of the 
mineralization at the Jackson Manion Mine, 3 kilometres to the north.

At the Joey, Prospect a roughly north-south oriented vein, up to 2 metres wide, in gabbro is close 
to a contact with felsic tuffaceous units. This vein is locally well mineralized with pyrite and chalcopyrite 
and traces of sphalerite. The vein orientation is anomalous in the area and may represent a tensional 
feature related to north-south compression, coinciding with the regional D2 deformation event.

Additional work is recommended on the Mitchell Dent property. With assay information to 
determine the extent of mineralization in the occurrences described in this report, a more focused, 
second phase exploration program will be possible. There are a least two targets, the CLQ and Joey, 
which could advance to a drill stage fairly quickly if the analytical results from these showings are 
significant.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Mitchell Dent Property of Red Lake Resources Inc. is situated in northwestern Ontario, 
located approximately 75 kilometres east of Red Lake(Rgure 1). The property is located within the 
southern part of the Archean Birch-Uchi greenstone belt, in the western part of the Uchi subprovince of 
the Canadian Shield.

Geological mapping at a scale of 1:5,000 and grid establishment was carried out on the property 
in the period September 29 to October 12. This mapping was intended as the first step to evaluate the 
potential for gold mineralization on the property. Previous work on the property has tended to overlook or 
down play the gold potential in favour of base metal massive sulphide mineralization, such as at the 
South Bay Mine, located 5 kilometres north-northeast of the property. The mapping was done in 
conjunction with rock sampling and a detailed soil sampling program which will be reported later. Red 
Lake Resources Inc. contracted Equity Engineering Ltd. of Vancouver, B.C., to carry out this first phase 
of geological mapping on the property.

2.0 LOCATION, ACCESS AND GEOGRAPHY

The Mitchell Dent Property is located in Mitchell Township (NTS mapsheet 52N/02), 58 kilometres 
northeast of Ear Falls, Ontario on the gravel surfaced South Bay Road. Ear Falls is located on provincial 
Highway 105, 100 kilometres north of Vermilion Bay and 85 kilometres southeast of Red Lake. The 
property is roughly bisected by South Bay of Confederation Lake (Figure 2). The property lies within 
gently rolling terrain, with most lower areas either under water or swampy. The area is completely 
timbered with spruce, balsam, pine, tamarack, alder, birch and poplar in most areas. Blow down areas 
are common where balsam dominates making access and mapping difficult. The ground is usually 
covered by a deep layer of moss which obscures almost all outcrop.

3.0 CLAIM STATUS AND OWNERSHIP

The Mitchell Dent property consist of 11 contiguous claims totalling 103 claim units which are 
located in Mitchell and Knott townships (G-1809, G-3734). The claims are under option from P.English, 
of Souris Manitoba, C. Huston, of Red Lake, Ontario, and J. Williamson, of Ear Falls, Ontario.

A summary of the claim holdings is given in Table 3.01 and the claims are shown in Figure 2. 

Table 3.01 Mitchell Dent Property, Claim Status

Claim Numbers
3001993
1184398
1184399
1185150
1185151
1143960
3001991
3001992
1143578
1184395
1184397

Total

Number of Units
16
8
10
16
6
8
8
9
2
16
4

103

Expiry Date
June 27, 2004
October 13, 2002
October 13, 2002
October 13, 2002
October 13, 2002
October 13, 2002
June 27, 2004
June 27, 2004
August 11, 2003
October 13, 2002
October 13, 2002



4.0 PROPERTY EXPLORATION HISTORY

The Mitchell Dent property was examined for gold by prospectors following up on the discovery of 
mineralization at the Jackson Manion, Uchi, and Hudson Patricia gold mines in the 1920's and 1930's. 
Trenches were excavated on the property at the time although much of this work appears to have been 
casual in nature and very little of this work has been recorded. An informal letter (de Camps, 1927) to 
shareholders of the Scranton Ontario Syndicate discusses several quartz veins with sulphides 
associated with porphyry dykes similar to the Jackson Manion mine. Assays up to 21 g/t Au (assuming 
S20 per ounce gold price) are claimed. Also, pyrite-pyrrhotite-chalcopyrite showings were noted on the 
peninsula in South Bay of Confederation Lake.

Most of the previous work on the Mitchell Dent property has been done since the discovery of 
massive sulphide mineralization at Selco's South Bay copper-zinc-silver mine (1.6 Mt grading 2.307o Cu, 
14.707o Zn (Thurston, 1985)) and construction of a road to the mine in the late 1960's. Although several 
companies did airborne surveys and regional reconnaissance in the area of the property, Selco (1969- 
1978) and Noranda (1994-1995) have done the most significant work.

Selco used geological and geophysical surveying to identify several copper-zinc showings 
associated with pyrrhottte-pyrite mineralization on the Mitchell Dent property, which they eventually drilled 
(1271 m in 11 holes). Most of their work was concentrated in the Jig Grid area, in the west part of the 
property (Assessment Report File Index #'s 52N02SE0111, 52N02SE0114). Noranda conducted a 
comprehensive exploration program on two grids, covering roughly the same areas as Selco's work 
(MacDougall, 1995a, 1995b). They drilled two holes in the Jig Grid area (516 m total), intersecting low 
grade Zn-Cu-Ag mineralization (up to 1.707o Zn over 0.5 m) associated with disseminated to semi- 
massive pyrrhotite-pyrite mineralization in graphitic argillite to cherty rhyolite. Both Noranda and Selco 
assayed for gold with negligible results (at least where reported on logs for Selco). However, both 
companies only assayed narrow intervals showing base metal mineralization and did not analyse quartz 
veins or focus drilling on deformation zones, the most likely locations for gold mineralization.

The southwest area of the property was prospected and trenched by P. English and J. 
Williamson in 1997. Disseminated chalcopyrite mineralization in rhyolite returned up to 3600 ppm Cu in 
select samples, which were not assayed for gold (AFRI# 52N02SW0018). In 2000, a new base metal 
showing was found in the central part of the Mitchell Dent property (Wagg and Prtman, 2000). A grab 
sample from a chert and argillite unit at the contact between mafic and felsic volcanic rocks assayed 
2.6207o Zn and Q.26% Cu. Another sample from this program returned elevated gold results (38 ppb Au) 
in a shear zone. Prospecting in 2002 found values up to 30 g/t Au in select sampling of quartz veins in 
the north part of the property (J. Williamson, pers. com.).

5.0 2002 EXPLORATION PROGRAM

The 2002 exploration on the Mitchell Dent Property was conducted from September 29 to 
October 12, 2002. In anticipation of the program, Roman Tykajlo of Geo-Digit-Ex was contracted to 
compile the government airborne data and provide an interpretation of the data. Also, field maps at 
1:5,000 scale were produced by scanning and vectorizing the government 1:50,000 NTS map. The field 
program was based at the Kabeelo Lodge on the west end of Confederation Lake. Geological mapping 
was conducted over the property with an emphasis on areas with either documented gold showings or 
significant structures, such as deformation zones, mapped previously or interpreted from airborne 
geophysical data. A total of four geologists participated in the mapping program. A 4.5 kilometre baseline 
was established for grid control. Flagged grid lines were run at 100 or 200 metre intervals in areas 
deemed to be of particular interest and these lines have been used for control for mapping. A total of 
18.45 line kilometres of grid have been established requiring 14 man/days to complete. During the 2002 
program, a total of 37 man days were expended mapping the property. Both truck and boat were used to
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access the various parts of the property. Four days for the project geologist was spent preparing for the 
field work.

6.0 REGIONAL GEOLOGY

The Mitchell Dent property lies in the southern part of the Archean Birch-Uchi greenstone belt 
within the Uchi subprovince. The property is underlain by an east facing, northeast to north striking, 
sequence of meta-volcanic and meta-sedimentary rocks, the west limb of a regional, north trending 
syncline, which is cored by a section of felsic volcanic rocks (Thurston, 1985). The sequence is intruded 
by felsic and mafic igneous rocks, also of Archean age, and has been metamorphosed to greenschist 
facies and, locally, to amphibolite grade near the intrusions.

The area has been subjected to at least two phases of deformation (Fyon and Lane, 1986), The 
first (D1) involved dominantly northwest-southeast directed compression and resulted in the northeast to 
north trending structural elements such as the regional syncline in the Mitchell Dent area. A second 
event (D2) of primarily northeast-southwest to north-south shortening and dose in time to the intrusion of 
regional batholiths, resulted in primarily east-west to east-northeast-west-southwest structural fabrics in 
the Mitchell Dent area (Fyon and Lane, 1986). It is this second deformation event which is related to the 
timing of gold mineralization in the Red Lake camp and in the Birch Uchi greenstone belt (Andrews et al, 
1986). Fyon and Lane (1986) identified several deformation zones in the southern Confederation Lake 
area related to this D2 deformation event. In addition, the Rowe-Woman deformation zone projects into 
the property area from the north (Rogers, 2002). The Rowe-Woman zone hosts several gold prospects 
and minor deposits (Fyon and Lane, 1986; Parker and Atkinson,1992).

7.0 PROPERTY GEOLOGY AND MINERALIZATION

The geology and showings of the Mitchell Dent Property are shown on Figures 4 and 5. The 
property is underlain by mafic to felsic meta-volcanic rocks with minor, interbedded meta-sedimentary 
rocks. These rocks are cut by gabbro to diorite sills and more felsic dykes. All rocks are relatively well 
preserved and original rock textures are generally discernible on the weathered surfaces. Outcrop is 
plentiful on the Mitchell Dent Property, although there is usually a heavy cover of moss which must be 
pulled off to expose parts of the outcrops. Detailed mapping was not done in the Jig Grid area which has 
been the concentration of several exploration programs for base metals in the past. Geology in this area 
was checked during this program but has been synthesized from previous work on Figure 4. Table 7.0.1 
outlines the various Irthologies that have been mapped and their correlation with regional units (Rogers, 
2002).

The rocks on the Mitchell Dent property have been weakly to moderately hornfelsed, with the 
effects more apparent in the northwest, adjacent to the Bear Lake granitic intrusion. The hornfels rocks 
are well indurated and darkly coloured on the fresh surface, which obscures original rock textures. As a 
result, rock types are difficult to distinguish on the fresh surface, and even mafic rocks are quite hard, 
creating problems estimating rock compositions in the field. Hornfels rocks can appear grainy on the 
weathered surface giving the impression of a fine grained intrusive rock. Locally, garnet is noted in the 
hornfels rocks and pyrrhotite is also commonly present.

7.1 Lrthologies 

Mafic Volcanic Rocks

Basalt (BSLT)
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The main mafic volcanic rock is basalt. There are several textural varieties including massive, 

pillowed, brecciated, and tuff. A massive, amygdaloidal unit occurs southwest of Pit Bay. Massive and 
flow units tend to be weakly foliated whereas the tuff is generally strongly foliated.

Ultramafic (UMFC)

This may be a volcanic or intrusive rock. This rock is observed in a couple of localities and is 
conformable with the host stratigraphy. The rock is a chlorite-carbonate schist, primarily due to 
deformation. It weathers quite deeply and with a strong gossan due to the high concentration of iron 
carbonate.

Mafic (MAFC) Lapilli Tuff

This unit is quite common, particularly in the south and southwest areas. The unit is dark to 
medium green and is characterized by a foliated chloritic to biotitic matrix with abundant lapilli-sized 
clasts of variable composition. Feldspar and quartz porphyritic clasts are present quite commonly. In the 
area south and east of Pit Bay, the unit may include volcaniclastic rocks, and it is interlayered with 
massive basalt and/or gabbro sillls.

Table 7.0.1 
PROPERTY LITHOLOGIES

ARCHEAN 

INTRUSIVE ROCKS

GRNT Granite: equivalent to Bear Lake granodiorite (Rogers, 2002), quartz and biotite-rich intrusion,
generally unfoliated 

QFPP Quartz-Feldspar Porphyry: Jackson Manion dykes (Rogers, 2002), quartz and feldspar
phenocrysts, massive to foliated, dark brown groundmass, also FDPP, feldspar porphyry 

GBBR Gabbro: massive blocky weathering sills and dykes, light to dark green, glomeroporphyritic texture
in coarse grained sections

OIOR Diorite: medium grained, crowded plagioclase and mafics, weak epidote alteration 
APLT Aplite: light colour, usually seen cross-cutting granite

META-VOLCANIC AND META-SEDIMENTARY ROCKS

SEDS Sedimentary: generally argillaceous, laminated to wispy
MRBL Marble: massive calcite, irregular weathering, grey
SKRN Skarn: actinolite-magnetite-carbonate

FELS Felsic Volcanic Rock: white weathering, siliceous, massive to tuffaceous, quartz eyes
RHYL Rhyolite: massive, generally fine grained, local flow banding
DACT Dacite: light green, massive to tuffaceous, quartz eyes common

INTM Intermediate Volcanic Rock: brown to chalky weathering, tuffaceous to massive 
ANDS Andesite: fine grained to aphanitic, massive to pillowed to tuffaceous

MAFC Mafic Volcanic Rock:, generally as foliated lapilli tuff
BSLT Basalt: massive to pillowed flows, weakly to non foliated, locally similar to gabbro

Intermediate Volcanic Rocks

Andesite (ANDS)
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Andesite occurs as both flows and tuffs. It is generally categorized by a light green to brown 

weathered surface and hard, aphanitic groundmass. Pillows, pseudo-pillows and and pillow breccia are 
common, usually with thick rinds and weak to absent foliation. Locally, andesite may be confused with 
basalt due to hornfels. Andesite is prevalent in the north and east areas of the property.

Intermediate (INTM) Tuff

This unit also has a brown to chalky weathering surface with a strongly foliated matrix. Clasts 
range from ash to coarse lapilli size. This unit occurs over a wide area on the property. There is a strong 
argillaceous component present in this unit southwest of Pit Bay.

Felsic Volcanic Rocks

Felsic volcanic rocks occur in two bands cutting through the Mitchell Dent property. One wide 
swath trends from the north, crossing the west arm of Confederation Lake and continuing to the extreme 
southwest corner of the property. Another narrower band stretches from the west side of the peninsula 
in South Bay to the southeast part of the property. These two units roughly correspond to units Cfv and 
Cmf on Rogers' map (Rogers, 2002). In the southwest corner of the property, adjacent to the granite, 
the units of the felsic section become homogenized, probably due to hornfels effects, eliminating the 
distinction between the units in the section.

Rhyolite (RHYL)

This unit occurs in the northwest belt of felsic rocks, especially southwest of the Jig Grid area. 
This is a siliceous unit, commonly having a well polished surface due to glaciation. Quartz eyes are 
prominent in coarser grained examples. Rhyolite tuffs to flows occur on the property with flow banding 
and spherulitic textures in the flow units. There is a narrow rhyolite unit which occurs adjacent to the Jam 
Showing and can be traced south for about 300 metres. It is unclear whether this unit is a volcanic or 
intrusive unit.

Dacite (DACT)

Dacite has been mapped in several areas within the two felsic bands on the property. A large 
area of dacite occurs in the east part of the property, south of the peninsula. Generally, the presence of 
quartz eyes and a lighter colour index in dacite distinguished it from andesite in the field. Although 
predominantly tuffaceous, this unit commonly has flow textures such as breccia and pillows and is 
silicified locally. Another area of dacite occurs southwest of the Jig Grid. This unit is generally tuffaceous 
with lapilli clasts common.

Felsic Tuff (FELS)

White weathering, siliceous tuffs are present throughout the felsic section in the northwest to 
southwest area. Usually quartz eyes are visible in this unit. These units range form ash to lapilli tuff, with 
clasts as large as 10 centimetres, and are commonly interbedded with intermediate tuffs. This unit may 
include some volcaniclastic rocks.

Meta-Sediments

Meta-sedimentary rocks were noted in two areas on the property. Along the northwest property 
boundary, sedimentary rocks occur within the felsic to intermediate section. These rocks are generally 
argillaceous, occurring as dark wispy bands within chalky weathering tuff units. Grey chert layers were 
also noted in this package. In the north Jig Grid area, there is a lens or band of marble (MRBL), locally 
altered to actinolite-magnetite skarn (SKRN), within the section.
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A narrow band of sedimentary rocks was noted northeast of Pit Bay. Well laminated tuffs and 

argillaceous sediments (SEDS), giving a black and white striped appearance, occur on the north side of 
an intermediate to felsic, lapilli tuff unit. The section seems to be cut off along strike to the west by a 
cross fault and is not exposed further to the east.

Intrusions

Gabbro (GBBR)

This is a very widespread, quite variable unit. It primarily occurs as semi-conformable sills within 
the volcano-sedimentary package. There is a large, continuous trend running from near the CLQ 
Showing in the north part of the property to south of Pit Bay. Another large mass occurs in the southwest 
corner of the poperty. Locally, the gabbro cross cuts stratigraphy at a relatively high angle, such as near 
the Joey Showing in the southwest part of the property. Where coarse grained, the rock commonly has 
a glomeroporphyritic texture, formed by both pyroxene and feldspar clusters. The gabbro is normally 
non-magnetic, is light to medium green in colour, and has a blocky weathering pattern. Weak calcite 
alteration may be present. Finer grained versions are difficult to distinguish from massive sections of 
basalt.

Diorite (DIOR)

The main occurrence of diorite is along the east boundary of the property. It is a dark grey, 
medium grained diorite with massive to blocky weathering. The rock has extremely crowded plagioclase 
and chloritized pyroxene or amphibole and when fine grained it is difficult to distinguish from andesite. 
Minor epidote alteration occurs along fractures. Smokey, blue quartz eyes are present locally.

Quartz Feldspar Porphyry (QFPP)

This rock type generally occurs as dykes within the volcano-sedimentary package. They are 
concentrated near the granite contact but also occur in association with major structures and in 
"corridors". The rock is primarily distinguished by the presence of quartz and feldspar phenocrysts, with 
feldspar being the more common phase. Quartz eyes reach up to 3 mm in diameter locally. Biotite is 
normally present, as fine phenocrysts, or in the rock's groundmass. The rock has a dark groundmass in 
most occurrences. It is normally weakly to not foliated but also is strongly foliated. The foliated varieties 
may in part be extrusive, and there is a very coarse quartz-feldspar porphyritic lapilli tuff just west of Pit 
Bay. This unit can be seen to cross cut all other rock types except the granite, but they do cut granite 
elsewhere (Rogers, 2002). These dykes are very similar in appearance to dykes described in association 
with the mineralized quartz veins at the Jackson Manion Mine (Unit Cjm, Rogers, 2002).

Granite (GRNT)

This is a biotite granite which lies just off the northwest boundary of the property and so has only 
been observed along its western margin. Rogers (2002) has indicated that this body is part of the large 
Bear Lake granodiorite. The rock occurs in low ground, apparently weathering recessively in comparision 
to its hornfels margins. Where observed on the Mitchell Dent property, the granite contains about 200Xo 
quartz and between 5 and 1007o biotite. The rest of the rock is composed of k-spar and plagioclase. 
There may be a weak foliation in the rock and locally the contact with country rock is transitional over 
several 10's of metres.

Aplite (APLT)

Aplite is a minor rock type as mapped on the property. It is normally seen cross cutting the 
granite and quartz feldspar porphyry units. It can be aphanitic or fine grained and tan to white coloured.



7.2 Structure

Based on field mapping, the units on the Mitchell Dent property strike in a roughly 070-050" 
direction in the southwest, shifting to 050-0400 in the central area, and finally to a 000-030" direction in 
the east and northeast part of the property. Locally the units are folded which disrupts this overall trend, 
such as in the Jig Grid area where a Z-fold on the order of several hundred metres limb to limb occurs.

The S1 foliation is roughly parallel to the overall strike of the units on the property. Locally there is 
some divergence to a more east-west orientation. This is noticeable at the Jam Prospect where the unit 
is mapped striking 180-2000 and the foliation is consistently oriented at 2150. S2 foliation is much weaker 
and generally difficult to pick out. Compounding this problem is the fact that 82 is commonly very close 
in orientation to S1, such as in the deformation zone along the West Arm of Confederation Lake. Overall, 
S2 trends roughly between OSO0 and 1200. Locally, S2 appears to be closer to 030" but this may be 
another event or related to D1.

A large fault exists in the north area of the property. This is the continuation of the Rowe-Woman 
LAke deformation zone (Rogers, 2002) and plays an important role in the localization of the granite 
contact at the northwest of South Bay. This fault, and splays from this fault, cut off stratigraphy and 
offset the granite contact. The main splay from this fault traverses the property to just east of Pit Bay 
where it truncates a sedimentary unit. In the south, this fault joins one of the interpreted lineaments from 
the airborne magnetics, continuing on southwest of the property.

It appears that there is a fault along the north side of the West Arm of Confederation Lake. 
Several units are either truncated or attenuated and drawn out to the northeast where they encounter 
this fault. This fault is part of the deformation zone mapped in this area by Fyon and Lane (1986).

The northwest-southeast directed fault interpreted from the magnetics, crossing West Arm near 
Pit Bay, corresponds with the truncation of a gabbro sill and a significant offset of the ranite contact west 
of the Jig Grid area. A similarly oriented fault occurs in the north part of the property, passing just south 
of the CLQ Prospect and controlling the granite contact northwest of this area.

7.3 Mineralization

The showings on the Mitchell Dent Property are labelled on Figures 4 and 5. Most previously 
known showings are associated with base metal mineralization such as the Jig Sulphide Occurrence. In 
terms of gold mineralization, pyritic shear zones have been mapped in a couple locations (Fyon and 
Lane, 1986) and these were visited in the course of mapping. Auriferous quartz vein occurrences have 
not been as well described and, along with the mineralized shear zones, vein occurrences were the 
focus of this exploration program. Following is a description of the main showings found in this program:

Joey Prospect (UTM 5655215N, 513275E)

The Joey Prospect occurs in the southwest area of the property. It is a large quartz vein hosted in 
sheared, hornfels gabbro near the contact with felsic tuffs. The Joey prospect was previously worked but 
by the looks of the vegetation cover and old tin cans in the area the last work was probably done more 
than 20 years ago.

The Joey Prospect consists of an approximately 3 m wide quartz vein that is exposed in a couple 
places in a trench over a distance of 50 m. The rusty weathering, glassy-white quartz vein locally 
contains coarse clots of coarse grained pyrite and traces of chalcopyrite and sphalerite. The sulfides are 
also found as smaller clots along and within septa of biotite hornfels caught up in the quartz vein/shear
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zone. Pyrite content in the vein is estimated to average '\ 0/*. The Joey vein/shear zone consists of a 
massive quartz vein (200"V60-650) and an adjacent portion that contains numerous sheared septa of 
biotite hornfels between the narrow quartz veinlets. The Joey could be one large long vein/shear zone or 
alternatively it might be a series of en-echelon quartz vein "blows" aligned in a roughly north-south 
direction. A similarly oriented vein, with minor pyrite mineralization, was found roughly 300 metres along 
strike to the south.

CLQ Prospect (UTM5658990N.517915E)

This occurrence of flat tying quartz veins is located on the shore of Confederation Lake in the far 
north part of the property, near the granite contact. It is centred on a series of old hand pits and trenches. 
The veins outcrop over a strike length of 175 metres, within about 25 metres of the lakeshore. 
Approximate vein orientation is 230tY060 although the veins are gently warped. Maximum vein width is 
about 60 cm, averaging more like 30 cm. The veins are composed of bull quartz with rare rusty fractures 
hosting trace amounts of pyrite, chalcopyrite and galena(7). The sulphides appear to be concnetrated 
near the wall rock contacts. The vein appears to split along strike to the southwest and locally contains 
wall rock inclusions. There is minimal alteration of the wall rock.

George Prospect (UTM 5657000N.515290E)

The George Prospect is exposed on the NE shore of a small lake in the northeast Jig Grid area. The 
zone is interpreted to be a silicified and pyritized fold hinge/shear zone and has a width of approximately 
50 metres. Host rocks consist of well-rodded intermediate to felsic ash and lapilli tuff. The intermediate to 
felsic volcanic host rocks show stretching lineations of 420-*0700. The presence of W- and M-folded 
quartz veinlets also support the interpretation of a hinge zone. The high strain hinge zone is cut by two 
dikes of a cream white weathering quartz-biotite-feldspar porphyry that are several metres wide. Several 
narrow shear zones that parallel foliation contain zones of pyrite and quartz veining.

Mineralization and alteration at the George Prospect consists of pyrite and silicification. Pyrite content 
ranges up to about 607o but averages about 1 07o. Pyrite occurs as fine disseminations and clots and is 
concentrated in the interstices between rodded lapilli. Silicification varies from absent to intense. In 
places the quartz veining appears to grade into silicified lapilli tuff. Previous drilling by Noranda 
(MacDougall, 1995b) has targeted a deep sulphide zone down dip from the George Prospect.

Jam Prospect (UTM 5657075N.517485E)

The Jam Prospect is a zinc-copper occurrence associated with a chert and argillite layer at the 
contact of felsic volcanic and mafic to intermediate volcanic rocks. It was originally detected in a 
prospecting program by Nuinsco in 2000 (Wagg and Pitman, 2000). No other work has apparently been 
recorded on this zone. It occurs on a small bay on the south side of South Bay.

Mineralization consists of sphalerite with minor chalcopyrite occurring in siliceous bands. The 
cherty host rocks show moderate chlorite and weak biotite alteration. The argillite layer hosts sulphidic 
lenses (weathered out) parallel to foliation. A rhyolite dyke with trace pyrite and weak sericite alteration 
forms the east contact to the zone. Immediately to the west is an intermediate!?) volcanic rock, possibly 
a flow, with 10-20 cm long chert lenses. Stratigraphy in this area strikes south-southwest to south and 
can be traced by a weak magnetic high to the west (Appendix D). A small occurrence of sphalerite in a 
setting similar to the Jam was located about 300 metres south along strike.

Pit Bay Prospect (UTM 565591 ON,514655E)

The Pit Bay occurrence is a blast pit on a 2 metre wide, anastomosing quartz vein zone on the 
north shore of Pit Bay, marked on Pryslak's map (Pryslak, 1971). The vein trends about 0350 and occurs 
at the contact between intermediate to felsic lapilli tuff and massive to pillowed basalt or andesite. There
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is strong carbonate and biotite alteration of the host rock, plus pyritization, immediately adjacent to the 
vein and in rafts within the vein. This vein does not appear to have a significant strike extent, pinching 
out to a few stringers within metres.

Others

A quick visit was made to the Jig Occurrence (UTM 5656920N.514720E) in the Jig Grid area. A 
quartz vein with strong chalcopyrite mineralization in chloritized wall rock was sampled. This occurred 
near the contact between felsic and mafic volcanic rocks. An actinolite-magnetite skarn with pyrrhotite 
and trace chalcopyrite was noted in the north part of the Jig Grid.

Several other occurrences of quartz and quartz-tourmaline veins and stockworks were sampled 
for their gold potential such as Mitchell Road (UTM 5654990N.512575E), which is hosted in the granite, 
and south of Pit Bay (UTM 5655580N.514675E), where the veins are hosted by serialized quartz- 
feldspar porphyry. A pyritic shear zone on the east side of the peninisula in South Bay was mapped. This 
zone was described by Fyon and Lane (C2 zone, 1986).

8.0 GEOPHYSICS

A summary and interpretation of the airborne magnetic survey flown over the Mitchell Dent 
property has been completed by Roman Tykajlo of Geo-Digit-Ex of Ottawa, Ontario. This summary is 
attached in Appendix D. Northwest-southeast oriented structures may be in part related to the 02 
deformational event which has been shown to be related to mineralization in the Red Lake camp 
(Andrews et al, 1986). Structures indicated by the geophysics have been followed up in the field where 
possible. In general, the structures indicated by the airborne magnetic data coincide with breaks in the 
continuity of the geological formations. However, no new deformation zones were recognized on any of 
the interpreted geophysical breaks. Alteration, quartz veining and minor sulphide mineralization along the 
road south of Pit Bay is directly related to the intersection of two northeast-southwest trending breaks 
with a strong northwest-southeast break. Lesser northwest-southeast breaks are associated with 
mineralization and veining at the CLQ Prospect.

9.0 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The Mitchell Dent Property is well situated within the regional geological framework that hosts 
mesothermal, quartz vein and shear zone hosted gold deposits in the Birch-Uchi greenstone belt. Based 
on field observations of shears and vein stockworks in the granite, there may be some potential for 
plutonic-hosted mineralization as well. The property hosts numerous major faults and lineaments which 
could have acted as conduits for auriferous hydrothermal fluids relatd to D2 deformation in the area.

Geological mapping has confirmed the presence of mineralized quartz veins in several localities 
on the property. These veins are commonly associated with northeast trending deformation zones or 
lineaments, in particular where they are cut by northwest trending cross structures, such as at the CLQ 
Prospect. The presence of quartz-feldspar porphyry dykes at the CLQ is similar to the setting for gold 
mineralization at the Jackson Manion Mine, 3 kilometres to the north.

The Joey Prospect is sited near the contact between a cross cutting gabbro body and a series of 
felsic to intermediate tuffs. The roughly north-south orientation of the vein and the proximity of the 
contact suggest a tensional structure opened along a geological discontinuity (contact) during a north- 
south or northeast-southwest directed compression event. This may coincide with the documented 
second deformation event (D2) in the region. The Joey vein appears to be better mineralized than other 
quartz veins in the area of different orientation, which is also consistent with the second deformation
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event, as it is related to gold mineralization in the region. Exploration should be done for other north- 
south structures that may be present on the Mitchell Dent property.

The Mitchell Dent property has the potential to host a significant zone of gold mineralization, 
probably as tensional veins or stockworks. More structural analysis should be conducted on the 
mineralized veins discovered to date to see how they fit into the overall regional structural picture. On the 
other hand, the potential seems to be limited for a large, carbonate-altered and veined/silicified 
deformation zone with attendant gold mineralization, such as at the Timmins or Red Lake camps. The 
translational shearing necessary to create open space for the incursion of hydrothermal fluids does not 
seem to have taken place along the deformation zones present on the property. Nonetheless, dilational 
structures may have been created where these deformation zones are cut by cross structures, such as 
the stockwork zone south of Pit Bay, and this possibility should be explored further.

Respectfully submitted,

Murray V Jpfies/RX 
EQUITY ENGINEERING LTD.

Vancouver, BraistL&ilumbia 
October, 2002
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Personnel and Contractors

The following personnel were involved in the 2002 program on the Mitchell Dent property: 

Name Position Address

Murray Jones Project Geologist, 700-700 W. Fender St., Vancouver, B.C., V6C 1G8
Jim Lehtinen Geologist 700-700 W. Render St., Vancouver, B.C., V6C 1G8
Harvey Klatt Geologist 700-700 W. Render St., Vancouver, B.C., V6C 1G8
Brian Butterworth V.P. Exploration 501-275 W. Hastings St., Vancouver, B.C. V6B 1N2
Pat Duggan Field Assistant 24-420 Mark St. N, Thunder Bay, ON., P7C 5A6

The following is a list of contractors and suppliers involved in the program: 

Contractor Address Service/Work

Skyline Explorations Thunder Bay, Ontario line cutting
Kabeelo Lodge Ear Falls, Ontario lodging, boat rental
Geo-Digit-Ex Ottawa, Ontario geophysical interpretation
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AUTHOR'S STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS

l, Murray l. Jones of 8606 144A St., Surrey, in the Province of British Columbia, DO HEREBY 
CERTIFY THAT:

1 . l am a Consulting Geologist with offices at Suite 700, 700 West Fender St., Vancouver, British 
Columbia.

2. f am a graduate of the University of British Columbia with a Bachelor of Science (Honours) 
degree in Geology (1 982) and the University of Ottawa with a Master's of Science degree in 
Geology (1992).

3. l am a Professional Geoscientist, registered in good standing with the Association of Professional 
Engineers and Geoscientists of the Province of British Columbia (No. 20063).

4. l have worked in economic geology and the mining exploration industry continuously since 1 982.

5. this report is based on field work that l both participated in and supervised in the period from 
September 29, 2002 to October 13, 2002.

6. l do not possess nor expect to acquire any direct or indirect interest in the property described 
herein nor in Red Lake Resources Inc.

r DATED at Red Lake, Ontario, this l ^ day of October, 2002.
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Geo-Digit-Ex
Geophysical consulting for the mineral exploration industry

MEMORANDUM

Date: October 7, 2002

To: Murray Jones (Equity Engineering Ltd.)
cc: Brian Butterworth (Red Lake Resources Inc.)

Equity Engineering Ltd. for Red Lake Resources Inc.

Roman Tykajlo

Processing, merging, and interpretation of aeromagnetic data 
over Mitchell-Dent claims

Introduction:
Existing public domain aeromagnetic data over the Mitchell-Dent claims has been 
merged and processed, to maximize recognition of geological features (possible faults 
or shears, etc.) that may serve as controls to mesothermal gold deposits.

Claim Coverage:
Processing focussed on data coverage over the Mitchell-Dent claims (Map GDX-1) and 
surrounding area. The claim group consists of 11 contiguous claims in the Red Lake 
Mining District as follows:

1143960, 1143578,
1184395, 1184397, 1184398, 1184399,
1185150, 1185151,
3001991, 3001992, 3001993

The claim group is centred at approximately 92deg 46min West longitude, and 51 deg 
4min North latitude in Mitchell and Knott (Little Bear Lake Area) Townships, NTS 52N-2.

Data Processing:
Total magnetic intensity (TMI) line data was extracted from Ontario Geological Survey 
ERLIS Data Sets 1025 (OGS 1997) and 1026 (OGS 1997) transformed from NAD27 to 
NAD 83 Datum, and gridded to a cell size of 50m. Data coverage over the claims 
overlaps the southern edge of data set 1025 (east-west flight line orientation) and the 
northern edge of data set 1026 (north-south flight line orientation). The two regional data 
sets were levelled and merged to form a single seamless grid. Grid coverage over the 
Mitchell-Dent claims was windowed from the resultant regional grid.

Two image enhancements, namely first vertical derivative (1VD) and automatic gain 
control (AGC), were completed on the TMI data. These processes enhance short spatial



wavelength (shallow sourced) features and diminish long spatial wavelength (deep 
sourced) features in the data, thereby aiding interpretation by making recognition of 
stratigraphic continuity or discontinuity easier.

Total magnetic intensity is contoured at 1:20,000 scale in Map GDX-2. 1VD and AGC 
grids were calculated from the total magnetic intensity data, and contoured at 1:20,000 
scale in Map GDX-3 and Map GDX-4 respectively.

Data Interpretation:
Several structural and lithological elements interpreted from the data, are summarized in 
Map GDX-5.

A series of NE-SW striking faults and a single NW-SE fault are inferred from the 
apparent truncation, or discontinuity, or abrupt edges of magnetic stratigraphic marker 
horizons. A large, elliptically shaped area of distinctive low magnetic relief, covering the 
east-central portion of the claim area, is suggestive of a felsic-type intrusion. The 
intrusion may be fault controlled on its NW and SE flanks. The existence of an intrusion, 
if verified, coupled with major faults impinging on, and possibly controlling the edges of 
the intrusion, may have an important bearing on any gold mineralised systems on the 
claims.

Recommendations:
Verifying the existence of the faults and intrusion herein inferred, and mapping, 
prospecting, and geochemical sampling along the trends of the inferred faults are 
recommended. Contingent on definition of an area of anomalous gold mineralization, 
consider Induced Polarization (IP) surveying across the anomalous zone to map limits 
and extents of any associated disseminated sulphides.

Respectfully Submitted October 7, 2002, 

Geo-Digit-Ex

Roman Tylcajlo^P. Geo. 
Consulting-Geopbysicist

Data Sources:

Ontario Geological Survey (OGS), 1997, Birch-Confederation Lakes Area, Ontario 
airborne magnetic and electromagnetic surveys, processed data and derived 
products, Archean and Proterozoic "greenstone" belts; ERLIS Data set CD-ROM 
1025, Ontario Geological Survey, Sudbury.

Ontario Geological Survey (OGS), 1997, Uchi-Bruce Lakes Area, Ontario airborne 
magnetic and electromagnetic surveys, processed data and derived products, 
Archean and Proterozoic "greenstone" belts; ERLIS Data set CD-ROM 1026, Ontario 
Geological Survey, Sudbury.

Geo-Digit-Ex 2 10/7/2002



GEOSCIENTIST CERTIFICATE

l, Roman Tykajlo of 74 Stonebriar Drive, Ottawa, in the Province of Ontario 
DO HEREBY CERTIFY:

1. THAT l am a Consulting Geoscientist and sole proprietor of Geo- 
Digit-Ex with an office at 74 Stonebriar Drive, Ottawa, 
Ontario.

2. THAT l am a graduate of Lakehead University with a Bachelor of 
Science Honours degree in Geology/Physics (1978), and 
have been practising my profession since graduation.

3. THAT l am a Professional Geoscientist (P.Geo.) registered in 
good standing with the Association of Professional 
Engineers and Geoscientists of Saskatchewan (APEGS), 
and a Professional Geologist (P. Geol.) registered in good 
standing with the Association of Professional Engineers, 
Geologists, and Geophysicists of Alberta (APEGGA).

4. THAT this memorandum is based on data processing work 
completed by me between September 16 and October 4, 
2002.

DATED at Ottawa, Ontario, this 7th day of October, 2002.

Roman Tykajlc/H.Bl.Sc., P.Geo., P. Geol.

Geo-Digit-Ex 10/7/2002



OKTMIIO MINISTRY OF NORTHERN DEVELOPMENT AND MINES

Work Report

Transaction No: W0220.01583 

Recording Date: 2002-OCT-15 

Approval Date: 2002-DEC-23

Client(s):
129617 ENGLISH, PERRY VERN 

147077 HUSTON, CARL DAVID

Survey Type(s):
DATA

Summary

Status: APPROVED 

Work Done from: 2002-SEP-29 

to: 2002-OCT-12

GEOL LC

Work Report Details:

Claim*

KRL

KRL

KRL

KRL
KRL
KRL
KRL

KRL

KRL
KRL

KRL

1143578
1143960

1184395

1184397

1184398
1184399

1185150
1185151

3001991

3001992

3001993

Perform

5794
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33,968
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32,381

33,174

33,571

36,348

340,869

External Credits:
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54,000

56,400

52,400
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527,200

50
50
SO
SO
50
50
SO
SO
SO

so
S218

S218

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

218

5218

Reserve

S794

SO

SO

SO

SO

SO

SO

SO

S3.174

S3.571

56,130

513,669

Reserve 
Approve

S794

SO

SO

SO

SO

SO

SO

50

S3.174

S3.571

56,130

513,669

Due Date

2003-AUG-11

2003-OCT-13

2003-OCT-13

2003-OCT-13

2003-OCT-1 3

2003-OCT-13

2003-OCT-13

2003-OCT-13

2004-JUN-27

2004-JUN-27

2004-JUN-27

Reserve:
31 3,669 Reserve of Work

513,669 Total Remaining

ReporW: W0220..01583

Status of claim is based on information currently on record.

52N02SE2012 2.24353 MITCHELL 900

2002-Dec-31 13:06 Armstrong-d Page 1 of 1



Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines

Date: 2002-DEC-24

Ministere du
Developpement du Nord 
etdes Mines Ontario

GEOSCIENCE ASSESSMENT OFFICE 
933 RAMSEY LAKE ROAD, 6th FLOOR 
SUDBURY, ONTARIO 
P3E 6B5

PERRY VERN ENGLISH 
BOX 414
SOURIS, MANITOBA 
ROK 2CO CANADA

Tel: (888) 415-9845 
Fax:(877)670-1555

Dear Sir or Madam

Submission Number: 2.24353 
Transaction Number(s): W0220.01583

Subject: Approval of Assessment Work

We have approved your Assessment Work Submission with the above noted Transaction Number(s). The attached 
Work Report Summary indicates the results of the approval.

At the discretion of the Ministry, the assessment work performed on the mining lands noted in this work 
report may be subject to inspection and/or investigation at any time.

If you have any question regarding this correspondence, please contact LUCILLE JEROME by email at 
lucille.jerome@ndm.gov.on.ca or by phone at (705) 670-5858.

Yours Sincerely,

Ron Gashinski
Senior Manager, Mining Lands Section

Cc: Resident Geologist

Perry Vern English 
(Claim Holder)

Assessment File Library

Perry Vern English 
(Assessment Office)

Carl David Huston 
(Claim Holder)

Murray Jones 
(Agent)

Visit our website at http://www.gov.on.ca/MNDM/LANDS/mlsmnpge.htm Page: 1 Correspondence 10:17812
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PROPERTY LITHOLOOieS

ARCHEAN

INTRUSIVE ROCKS

GRNT Granite: equivalent to Bear Lake granodiorite (Rogers, 2002), 
quartz and biotita-ricri intrusion, generally unfoliated

QFPP Quartz-Feldspar Porphyry: Jackson Manion dyke* (Rogers,
2002), quartz and feldspar phenocryst!, massive to foliated, dark 
brown groundmass, also FDPP, feldspar porphyry

GBBR Gabbro: massive blocky weathering sills and dykes, light to dark 
green, glomeroporphyritic texture in coarse grained sections

DIOR Diorite: medium grained, crowded plagioclase and mafica, weak 
epidote alteration

APLT Aplite: light colour, usually seen cross-cutting granite

McTA-VOLCANIC AND META-SEDIMEHTARY ROCKS

SEDS Sedimentary: generally argillaceous, laminated to wispy
MRBL Marble: massive calcite, irregular weathering, grey
SKRN Skarn: aoitnolite-magneiite-carbonate

FELS Felsic Volcanic Rock: white weathering, siliceous, massive to
tuffaceous, quartz eyes

RHYL Rliyolitet massive, generally fine grained, local flow banding 
OACT Dacite: tight green, massive to tuffaceous, quartz eyes common

INTM . Intermediate Volcanic Rock: brown to chalky weathering,
tuffaceous to massive 

AMDS Andefette: fine grained to aphanitic, masive to pillowed to
tuffaceous .

MAFC Mafic Volcanic Rock:, generally as foliated lapilli tuff 
BSLT Basalt: massive to piJiowed flows, weakly to not foliated, locally 

similar to gabbro

MINERALS AND ALTERATION TYPES
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ash tuff
argillaceous
flow, pillow breccia
medium grained
massive
flow
lapilli tuff
foliated
porphyritic

RED LAKE RESOURCES INC,
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EAST SHEET

l

AK ankerite 
B A barite 
CB Fe-carbonate 
CY clay 
GL galena 
KF K feldspar 
MN Mn-oxides 
PO pyrrhotite 

	silicification

AS arsenopyrite AZ
GA 
CP 
GA 
JA 
MG 
PO 
QZ 
PX

biotite
chlorite 

EP epidote 
HE hematite 
MG malachite

sericite
pyrite

MS 
PY
SP sphalerite

azurite 
calcite 
chalcopyrite 
garnet
jarosite 
magnetite 
pyrrhotite 
quartz velning 
pyroxene

ALTERATION INTENSITY

m moderate 
vs very strong

s strong 
w weak

tr trace

K)

OD

Lithoiogic Modifiers

am
ct
fg
eg
fb
pw
xt
qe
tf

amygdaloidal 
cherty 
fine grained 
coarse grained 
flow banded 
pillowed 
crystal tuff 
quar* eyes 
tuff

Foliation, S 1,S2
Bedding
Dyke
Vein
Shear, sinistral, dextral, unknown

axis, S-, Z-, M- 
-iU inferred, observed

contaiJt, Inferred, observed
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RHYL 
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ANDS

MAFC 
BSLT
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PROPERTY LITHOLOGIES

INTRUSIVE ROCKS

GKN f Granite: equivalent to Bear Lake granodiorite (Rogers, 2002), 
quartz and biotite-rich intrusion, generally unfoliated

QFPP Quartz-Feldspar Porphyry: Jackson Manion dykes (Rogers,
2002), quartz and feldspar phenocryst*, massive to foliated, dark 
brown groundmass, also FDPP, feldspar porphyry

GBBR Gabbro: massive blocky weathering Bill* and dyke*, light to dark 
green, glomeroporphyritic texture in coarse grained sections

OIOR Diorite: medium grained, crowded plagioclase and mafics, weak 
epidote attention .^.

APLT Aplite: light colour, usually seen cross-cutting granite

META-VOLCANIC AND META-SEDIMENTARY ROCKS

Sedimentary: generally argillaceous, laminated to wispy 
Marble: massive calcite, irregular weathering, grey 
Skarn: actinolite-magnetite-carbonate

Felsic Volcanic Rock: white weathering, siliceous, massive to 
tuffaceous, quartz eyes
Rhyolite: massive, generally fine grained, local flow banding 
Dacite: light green, massive to tuffaceous, quartz eyes common

Intermediate Volcanic Rock: brown to chalky weathering,
tuffaceous to massive
Andesite: fine grained to aphanitic, masive to pillowed to
tuffaceous

Mafic Volcanic Rock:, generally as foliated lapilli tuff 
Basalt: massive to pillowed flows, weakly to not foliated, locally 
similar to gabbro

MINERALS AND ALTERATION TYPES

ankerite
barite
Fe-carbonate 

CY clay 
GL galena 
KF K feldspar 
MN Mn-oxides 
PO pyrrhotite

silicification

m moderate 
vs very strong

AS arsenopyrite AZ
Bl biotite . GA
CL chlorite , CP
EP epidote GA
HE hematite JA
MC malachite MG
MS sericite PO
PY pyrite QZ
SP sphalerite PX

ALTERATION INTENSITY

azurite
calcite
chalcopyrite
garnet
jarosite
magnetite
pyrrhotite
quartz vetoing
pyroxene

s strong 
w weak

tr trace

Lithologic Modifiers

ash tuff
argillaceous
flow, pillow breccia
medium grained
massive
flow
lapilli tuff
foliated
porphyritic

am 
ct
f9 
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pw
xt
qe
tf

amygdaloidal 
cherty 
finegrained 
coarse grained 
flow banded 
pillowed 
crystal tuff 
quartz eyes 
tuff

Symbols

Foliation, S1.S2 
Bedding 
Dyke 
Vein
Shear, sinistral, dextral, unknown 

-5-* -*-* -3-* Fold axis, S-, 2-, M-
-* -"rt Fault, inferred, observed

Geological contact, inferred, observed
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scale: 1:6,000 
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/Votes:

Data Sources and Survey Parameters:

Ontario Geological Survey, 1997, 
Birch-Confederation Lakes Area, 
Ontario airborne magnetic and 
electromagnetic surveys, 
processed data and derived 
products, Archean and Proterozoic 
"greenstone" belts; 
ERLIS Data set CD-ROM 1025, 
Ontario Geological Survey, Sudbury.

Airborne Survey System: 
IDEM (GEOTEM II) 
line separation 200 m spacing 
data acquired Jan-Feb 1991 
magnetometer sensor height 120m

Ontario Geological Survey, 1997, 
Uchi-Bruce Lakes Area, 
Ontario airborne magnetic and 
electromagnetic surveys, 
processed data and derived 
products, Archean and Proterozoic 
"greenstone" belts; 
ERLIS Data set CD-ROM 1026, 
Ontario Geological Survey, Sudbury.

Airborne Survey System:
DIGHEM IV electromagnetic/magnetic 
line separation 200 metres 
magnetometer sensor height 45m 
data acquired January 1991

Contour interval 5, 20, 100, 500,1000nT ,
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Red Lake Resources Inc.
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Birch-Uchi Area, Ontario 
Red Lake Mining Division

Total Magnetic Intensity 
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projection: UTM Zone 15 NAD 83
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Notes:

Data Sources and Survey Parameters:

Ontario Geological Survey. 1997, 
Birch-Confederation Lakes Area, 
Ontario airborne magnetic and 
electromagnetic surveys, 
processed data and derived 
products, Archean and Proterozoic 
"greenstone" belts; 
ERLIS Data set CD-ROM 1025, 
Ontario Geological Survey, Sudbury.

Airborne Survey System: 
TDEM (GEpTEM II) 
line separation 200 m spacing 
data acquired Jan-Feb 1991 
magnetometer sensor height 120m

Ontario Geological Survey, 1997, 
Uchi-Bruce Lakes Area, 
Ontario airborne magnetic and 
electromagnetic surveys, 
processed data and derived 
products, Archean and Proterozoic 
"greenstone" belts; 
ERLIS Data set CD-ROM 1026, 
Ontario Geological Survey, Sudbury.

Airborne Survey System:
DIGHEM IV electromagnetic/magnetic 
line separation 200 metres 
magnetometer sensor height 45m 
data acquired January 1991

Contour interval 0.1, 0.5,1, 5 nT/m

N

Scale 1:20000
O 260 500 750 1000 1250 1500

metres
HADB3/UTM zone 15N
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Red Lake Resources Inc.
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Birch-Uchi Area, Ontario 
Red Lake Mining Division

Calculated First Vertical Derivative of 
Total Magnetic Intensity Survey Compilation

projection: UTM Zone 15 NAD 83

Map GDX-3

data sources: 
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Notes:

Data Sources and Survey Parameters:

Ontario Geological Survey, 1997, 
Birch-Confederation Lakes Area, 
Ontario airborne magnetic and 
electromagnetic surveys, 
processed data and derived 
products, Archean and Proterozoic 
"greenstone" belts; 
ERLIS Data set CO-ROM 1025, 
Ontario Geological Survey. Sudbury.

Airborne Survey System: 
IDEM (GEOTEM M) 
line separation 200 m spacing 
data acquired Jan-Feb 1991 
magnetometer sensor height 120m

Ontario Geological Survey, 1997, 
Uchi-Bruce Lakes Area, 
Ontario airborne magnetic and 
electromagnetic surveys, 
processed data and derived 
products, Archean and Proterozoic 
"greenstone" belts; 
ERLIS Data sal CD-ROM 1026, 
Ontario Geological Survey, Sudbury.

Airborne Survey System:
DIGHEM IV electromagnetic/magnetic 
line separation 200 metres 
magnetometer sensor height 45m 
data acquired January 1991

Contour interval 50,100, 500,10000 nT above mean grid value of -187nT
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Map GDX-4
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